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Richly illustrated with full color photographs of inspiring outdoor spaces and private havens
Includes a selection of designer spaces from some of the largest and densest cities
Ranges from breathtaking rooftops to bijou courtyards, patios and terraces
Shows that anyone can create their own private space, even in the biggest cities, with a little ingenuity
Personal and private outdoor space is becoming ever-more elusive as urban areas become more crowded due to population growth
and increasing development. Urban Oasis: Tranquil Outdoor Spaces at Home explores projects from London to New York and
Sydney to San Francisco that reveal inspirational designs of rooftops, garden spaces, outdoor rooms, terraces and courtyards, and
provide refuge from the modern world with private pockets of paradise. These outdoor spaces provide relaxing, sociable, and plantfilled settings for residents to savor peace and calm, and the company of family and friends.
Rebecca Gross specializes in writing about architecture and design. She has a Masters in History of Decorative Arts and Design from
Parsons School of Design in New York and is interested in understanding cultural history through the lens of architecture and design.
Rebecca writes for Australian and New Zealand magazines, architects and designers and served as editor for New Orleans: An Intimate
Journey Through a City With Soul written by Professor Geoffrey H. Baker.
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